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Double standard?  
Prevailing or not, employers 
may be left empty-handed
by Carolina A. Schwalbach 
Carothers DiSante & Freudenberger LLP

Until a few months ago, it was a well-settled rule in 
California that prevailing parties in an action brought under 
California’s Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA)—on 
either side of the dispute—were automatically entitled to re-
cover costs (but not attorneys’ fees). The California Supreme 
Court changed the even-handed nature of that rule with its 
May 2015 decision in Williams v. Chino Valley Independent 
Fire District when it held that prevailing defendants are not 
able to recover costs unless they can show that the action was 
objectively without foundation when it was brought or that the 
plaintiff continued to litigate after it clearly became so.

More recently, a California Court of Appeal extended the 
reach of the California Supreme Court’s decision by holding 
that employers will likely not be able to recover any costs spent 
in defending lawsuits with both FEHA and non-FEHA claims 
when the claims are based on the same general set of facts. It 
should be noted that although this opinion involves a dispute 
under FEHA’s housing provisions, the holding applies equally 
to employment disputes brought under the Act.

From apartment hunting 
to the courthouse

Gabriel Roman and Luminita Roman (Gabriel’s 
ex-wife and caregiver) responded to an advertisement 
for a two-bedroom apartment available to low-income 
individuals for only $1,499 per month by walking into 
an apartment complex owned by BRE Properties, Inc. 

When they arrived at the complex, the Romans were 
told that since they didn’t have an appointment, no one 
was available to show them the apartment.

Luminita insisted on seeing the apartment, claim-
ing that Gabriel might not be available to look at it later 
because he suffers from an unspecified “emotional dis-
ability.” A leasing agent reiterated that they couldn’t see 
the apartment at that time, but in any case, there were no 
two-bedroom apartments available for $1,499.

The Romans sued BRE for negligence and disability 
discrimination in violation of the FEHA, the Unruh Civil 
Rights Act, Civil Code Section 54, and California’s unfair 
competition law. They alleged in their lawsuit that “[Ga-
briel] is emotionally and physically disabled. One of his 
diagnoses is major depression[. A]lso as a result of a car 
accident from January 2009, [he] sustained a herniated 
[disk, which causes him] excruciating low back and right 
leg pain, for which he had undergone spine surgery . . . 
on July 30, 2010.”

BRE requested dismissal of all claims because the 
Romans failed to provide any factual details or medical 
records showing that Gabriel has an emotional disabil-
ity entitling him to protection under the FEHA. The trial 
court agreed and dismissed the Romans’ claims against 
BRE.

Following its win, BRE requested that the court 
award it costs of $4,994.98 for defending against the Ro-
mans’ lawsuit. The Romans opposed the motion, argu-
ing that although they didn’t ultimately prevail against 
BRE, their claims were not “frivolous, unreasonable or 
groundless” and they were therefore not obligated to 
pay BRE’s costs. The trial court disagreed and awarded 
BRE its costs. The Romans appealed.

Maybe prevailing parties 
cannot recover after all

The 2nd Appellate District affirmed the trial court’s 
order in favor of BRE, agreeing that the Romans failed 
to prove their claim of disability discrimination. But the 
court did find that the trial court’s award of costs had 
to be reconsidered in light of the California Supreme 
Court’s recent decision in Williams.

The court explained that an award of costs to a pre-
vailing party, without a further inquiry and factual find-
ings into whether the plaintiff’s claims were frivolous 
from the outset or whether he continued to litigate his 
claims once they became frivolous, was insufficient to 
uphold the fee award. Otherwise, the fear of an auto-
matic award of costs anytime a plaintiff fails to prevail 
on his discrimination claims “could significantly chill 
[harm] the vindication of employees’ civil rights.” Al-
though the appellate court noted that the trial court may 
be able to “reasonably determine the Romans’ action was 
objectively without foundation when brought,” the deci-
sion had to be remanded for such an inquiry to be made.
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The appellate court did note that the California Su-
preme Court’s decision in Williams wasn’t conclusive 
about everything. One question it sought to answer was: 
If an employee brings FEHA and non-FEHA claims 
based on the same general set of facts, which standard 
applies—the new FEHA standard or the old rule allow-
ing the prevailing party to recover costs?

The court of appeal acknowledged the long- 
standing principle that when “a non-fee-shifting claim 
overlaps with a fee-shifting claim, it does not limit fee 
awards under the fee-shifting claim.” Nonetheless, it 
concluded that when awarding fees on the fee-shifting 
claim would impair the implicated legislative policies, 
valid exceptions should be upheld.

The appellate court therefore held that unless the 
FEHA claim was frivolous, only the costs properly al-
located solely to the non-FEHA claims may be recov-
ered by the prevailing defendant. The court further 
stated that the trial court had the discretion to consider 
the Romans’ financial circumstances in determining 

reasonable costs. Roman v. BRE Properties (California 
Court of Appeal, 2nd Appellate District, 6/17/15).

Bottom line
This decision, which is also applicable to employ-

ment cases, clarifies that going forward, the heightened 
standard for cost recovery by a prevailing defendant 
under Williams is determinative even for non-FEHA 
claims (unless the prevailing defendant can demonstrate 
that the costs sought were only related to the non-FEHA 
claims). And even then, any costs awarded to a prevail-
ing defendant will be weighed against the financial cir-
cumstances of the losing plaintiff.

Shifting the burden of proof for attorneys’ fees onto 
prevailing employers will likely make employees less 
willing to settle even the weakest FEHA claims (and 
related claims), leading to even more costly prolonged 
disputes.
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